FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
LOCAL COMPANY, V‐SOFT CONSULTING, ACQUIRES NEW COMPANY, CONTINUES TO GROW
Louisville, Kentucky ‐ December 22, 2015 – V‐Soft Consulting, an IT Staffing and Solutions firm based in
Louisville, KY, is continuing to grow exponentially.
Their growth has helped them become a leading influence model as they drive excellence and change across the
IT services industry through their unique, People First approach. This model emphasizes partnership, deep
business insight, and superior technical competence that deliver considerable ROIs and ROAs for their clients.
Their newest expansion is with the merging of V‐Soft with Wisconsin‐based Safe Bridge Solutions, which is
effective as of January 1, 2016. The decision to merge the two companies has been in the works for 3 years, and
has been well‐received from both sides.

“This strong partnership with V‐Soft ‐
leveraging strengths and resources of
each company ‐ has allowed us to not
only improve the foundation of People
First, but to become stronger together.”
‐ Beth Zuehlke, President of Safe Bridge Solutions
Here are only a few of the opportunities that this merger brings:





Full service IT solutions to Wisconsin businesses for any size company’s budget
Expanding recruiting efforts to a global scope bringing amazing talent to the region.
Expanded work opportunities across North America for employees.
Opportunities for consultants to work in V‐Soft’s project solutions side.

V‐Soft is looking to continue the development and expansion of their company, as well as to continue helping
better the community with their V-Soft Cares efforts.

About V‐Soft
V‐Soft Consulting Group, Inc. is a woman‐ and minority‐owned firm
specializing in information technology (IT) staffing and business solutions
known for their ability to apply the precision of supply chain management
excellence to talent acquisition and technology services. Founded in 1997,
V‐Soft is headquartered in Louisville, Kentucky with locations across the
U.S. and abroad. For more information regarding V‐Soft visit their website: http://www.vsoftconsulting.com
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